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Today is a 
GREAT
 Day 

to be a 
Theta Delt!
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GreekTrack
Over the next few months the Central Fraternity Office, the Grand Lodge and the
Educational Foundation will be moving to a new membership management system
called GreekTrack. GreekTrack is an advanced approach to Charge Operations,
allowing Charges to manage almost all of their operations (finances, rosters,
documents, recruitment, alumni contact, event attendance, and more) on a single
platform. Charges will also be able to communicate more easily with their alumni
via GreekTrack and improve their online presence. More information and training
will be available in the near future.

House Safety
With the holiday break right around the corner, this is perfect time for a break-in
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at your Charge house. Most people are gone and usually everyone leaves many
valuable items in the Charge house unattended. This is GREAT for burglars but
terrible for brothers. PLEASE make sure you either take your valuables home with
you over the break OR find a secure place to store them. No one wants to return
from vacation and find that their computer and other electronics are missing.

Our insurance broker, Holmes-Murphy, offers a Winter Break Checklist for your use.

Recruitment Workshops
Need some help or advice on successful recruitment strategies? Remember,
recruitment doesn’t end once bids are given out. Recruitment is constant, it runs
365 days a year. Contact the CFO, we have a five-point strategy that can help you
out. Brothers Julian Weller, John Lowry or Rick Wood will conduct a workshop for
your Charge at no cost. Just let us know and we will work out a schedule with you.
Contact jweller@tdx.org for workshop details.

What is the Educational
Foundation?

In 1944 the Educational Foundation was established to provide grants for
philanthropic and educational purposes and projects, along with scholarships which
are given out at the annual Convention. Grants have been made to individual
Charges to support such things as technology infrastructure in Charge houses,
improvement to study areas, seed money for Bros UniteD projects, and many other
activities that meet the mission of the Foundation. 

The Foundation gets its resources primarily from Brothers who donate to the
annual VG Dues campaign, and from its endowment.
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